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Abstract: In many complex systems one observes the formation of medium-level structures, whose
detection could allow a high-level description of the dynamical organization of the system itself, and
thus to its better understanding. We have developed in the past a powerful method to achieve this
goal, which however requires a heavy computational cost in several real-world cases. In this work
we introduce a modified version of our approach, which reduces the computational burden. The
design of the new algorithm allowed the realization of an original suite of methods able to work
simultaneously at the micro level (that of the binary relationships of the single variables) and at meso
level (the identification of dynamically relevant groups). We apply this suite to a particularly relevant
case, in which we look for the dynamic organization of a gene regulatory network when it is subject
to knock-outs. The approach combines information theory, graph analysis, and an iterated sieving
algorithm in order to describe rather complex situations. Its application allowed to derive some
general observations on the dynamical organization of gene regulatory networks, and to observe
interesting characteristics in an experimental case.

Keywords: information theory; complex systems; dynamical organization; gene regulatory networks;
knock-out

1. Introduction

The available molecular data suggests the existence of a vast number of pathways,
networks of interactions, and chemical environments. A large quantity of information
is available on many biological systems, and researchers use it to infer global properties
of biological networks [1–6]. There are, however, major limitations which affect most
studies in the field, the most relevant being that (i) the information about the underlying
true interactions is often incomplete and that (ii) many studies rely on “static” topological
information. However, in order to understand the functionality of a system, it is important
to study its dynamical properties and it is therefore worthwhile to resort to methods
able to detect and provide information about the dynamical organization of the system
under examination.

In complex systems, even if the elements and their interactions are reasonably well-
known (so that one has a good knowledge at the “microscopic” level) it is very often not easy
(or even not possible) to deduce the overall behaviors from this microscopic knowledge.
Moreover, the emergence of intermediate structures is frequently observed, which must
be taken into account to provide a meaningful description of the overall properties of
the system. Examples of intermediate levels abound in biology, including organs, which
are necessary to describe a multicellular organism (the macrolevel) composed by several
cells (the microlevel). In turn, organelles can be regarded as intermediate entities between
macromolecules and cells, tissues between cells and organs, etc.
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While different sciences have developed their own heuristics and strategies to cope
with the presence of these intermediate levels [7–12], it is advisable to develop general
methods applicable to several different areas. We have proposed one such method, whose
specific aim is that of identifying subsets of system variables that (i) are well coordinated
among themselves and (ii) have a weaker interaction with the remainder of the system.
They have been called Relevant Sets (or shortly RSs in the following), since their identifica-
tion can often lead to a high-level description of the organization the system, and thus to a
better understanding of its properties [13].

In order to identify the Relevant Sets, we have developed the Relevance Index (RI)
method [13–15], which is used to evaluate, for each subset of variables, how well they
satisfy conditions (i) and (ii) above. Inspired by work by Tononi and Edelman [8,16,17],
it makes use of some information-theoretical measures, which can be computed from
the observations of the values of the system variables in different circumstances (which
often, but not necessarily, correspond to different observation times) [15,18–20]. By directly
applying the RI method to various subsets and by ranking them according to their RI
evaluations, one finds overlapping sets with similar values of the index, a condition which
makes it very difficult to identify what the RSs really are. In order to avoid this pitfall, we
also introduced an “iterative sieving” algorithm which leads to the identification of disjoint
RSs, which can in turn be combined to obtain larger relevant sets. The method has been
widely described in the literature [13,15,21] and is briefly summarized in Section 2 below.
For the sake of clarity, it will be called the “full RI method” in this paper.

We have applied our method to some artificial models, in order to test its capability
to actually detect RSs, and to some interesting cases from natural and also social sciences,
including the interpretation of metabolic pathways [22] and of autocatalytic systems in
chemistry [14,15], the identification of communities in socio-economic systems [13,23], the
detection of specific groups of genes ruling the dynamics of genetic networks [14,22,24]
and of specific groups of mutations in cancer progressions [20].

1.1. A Suite of Algorithms

The major difficulty in applying the full RI method to real-world problems is the
need to evaluate the relevance of all the subsets of variables. Indeed, it poses formidable
computational problems, as it is well-known that the cardinality of the power set of a group
of variables grows extremely fast with their number.

In this work we introduce a new approach to the detection of the RSs, which can be
called a “piecewise RI method”, which limits the effects of this problem. While this method
introduces some simplifications, we found that it provides results close to those of the full
RI method in several domains (some results are presented in Section 3.4): in particular,
in this work we analyze in detail a very important case, namely the response of a gene
regulatory network to the knock-out of single genes.

The main strategy used by the piecewise RI method is that of dividing the system
under examination into sections and proceeding to the analysis of each single section. In
this way the combinatorial explosion is greatly reduced, and so is the time necessary for the
analysis. On the other hand, the algorithm does a different job with respect to the original
one: in particular, not all possible groups are evaluated.

It would be advisable therefore divide from the beginning the system in sections
containing the RSs in their entirety, and not just their portions. However, this is in general
impossible since the RSs are not known at the beginning. We therefore introduce a method
which starts from some tentative decomposition of the overall system into parts, and
then combines these parts to reconstruct the larger RSs. For this purpose, different initial
decomposition strategies can be adopted: one of the strategies we use in this work is based
on a representation of the relationships between the parts of the system in the form of
a graph. Indeed, this algorithm is itself an interesting analysis tool, which can identify
interesting correlations between pairs of variables. In the following we will indicate this
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third algorithm as the “zI-graph”: its output is therefore a network of relationships between
variables, an interesting side-effect of the partition procedure (Figure 1).

Figure 1. The three algorithms described in this paper. On the left, the original full RI method; in the center the piecewise RI;
on the right the derived zI-graph method. The piecewise RI is based on a partitioning of the system under consideration. A
complete analysis is made in each partition, and a final analysis is performed to allow the merging of parts of RSs mistakenly
separated during the partitioning phase (in the example of the figure, the variable 7 present on the first partition which is
eventually merged with variables 8 and 9 belonging to the second partition). In the case of the partitioning of the original
system is based on binary relations (pairs of variables), it is possible to derive a representation of the organization of the
system’s relationships in the form of a graph, an analysis which is important per se (zI-graph method).

Eventually, the partitioning procedure could in any case divide some relevant set
into different sections: at the end of the single analyses all the groupings found are then
collected and a final overall analysis is carried out, allowing in such a way the final merger
of parts which had been erroneously separated.

In the next sections we therefore intend to:

• show that full RI and piecewise RI algorithms typically lead to similar groupings
• characterize the performance of the piecewise RI algorithm, introduced in order to

speed up the identification of RSs
• characterize the performance of the zI-graph algorithm.

1.2. Knock-Out Experiments

In order to test the effectiveness of the piecewise RI method, in this work we ap-
ply it to a particularly relevant case, in which we look for the dynamic organizations
responsible for the observed behaviors. We analyze the results of an experiment frequently
performed to examine a system: that is, the observation of its responses when it is sub-
ject to solicitations—in our case, a living being in which genes are silenced one at a time
(knock-outs, or shortly KOs). The response of the system to each silencing is described by
the corresponding avalanche, i.e., the set of genes which change their activation values
following the KO.
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In this work we make use of data from a class of synthetic networks (“Century”
systems in the following) proposed by [25], as a control case for the strategies full RI
method and piecewise RI method. Thanks to the use of the in silico systems it was possible
to analyze the size distributions of relevant sets in networks with different topologies, i.e.,
Erdos-Renyi, scale-free, and small world.

Then we applied the faster piecewise RI method to the larger experimental data
available on Saccharomyces cerevisiae [26,27] which, due to its size, lies beyond the reach
of the full RI method. The artificial size distributions have been compared with the
distribution of “avalanches” of perturbations in gene expression levels in S. cerevisiae: while
no single pure model completely fits the experimental data, this kind of analysis provides
a pioneering approach to uncover the features of the real gene regulatory networks.

Section 2 describes the full RI method, while Section 3 describes the piecewise
RI method, the speedup strategy and evaluates the consistency of the two approaches.
Section 4 describes the zI-graph method, derived from the partitioning phase of the piece-
wise RI algorithm, which has the purpose of identifying the network of dynamic correla-
tions between the single variables of the system. Section 5 presents the work on knock-out,
in simulated and natural data. The simultaneous use of tools capable of identifying dynam-
ically relevant groups of variables (full and piecewise RI) and tools capable of identifying
correlation networks (the zI-graph) made it possible to draw interesting observations on
the dynamic organization of both simulated and natural systems. In the final Section 6 we
critically discuss the main findings and make proposals for future work.

2. The RI Method
2.1. The zI Index

In this section, we quickly review our entropy-based method, the ways to compute
the various indexes, and the “iterative sieving” procedure we use to group variables based
on the index values. No new results are presented in this section (except the remark in
Section 2.3), and the discussion of the speed-up associated to the new algorithm described
in this paper is deferred to the next section.

Considering a system U composed of n random variables X1, X2, . . . , Xn we suppose
that Sk is a subset composed of k elements, with k < n. Our purpose is to identify subsets
of variables that behave in a somehow coordinated way, i.e., the variables belonging to
the subset are integrated with each other, much more than with the other variables of the
system. As these subsets can be used to describe the whole system organization, they are
named Relevant Subsets (RSs).

In order to find these structures, we take advantage of an index initially conceived
by Edelman and Tononi (the Functional Cluster Index, or CI) [8] and aimed at detecting
functional clusters in brain regions. In our previous works, we relaxed the stationary
constraint and extended the CI to actual dynamical systems, to apply it to a wider range of
system classes. In [8], the authors combined Integration and Mutual Information.

The Integration, denoted as I(Sk), measures the mutual dependence among the k
elements in Sk. It is the difference between the sum of entropies of the single variables
composing a subset Sk and the total entropy of subset Sk itself:

I(Sk) = ∑
s∈Sk

H(s) − H(Sk) (1)

If the involved subset is a couple, the Integration coincides with the definition of
mutual information MI. Tononi and Edelman composed these two measurements in a
quotient, the cluster index, to compare the exchange of information inside the subset
under examination with the exchange of information between the subset and the rest of
the system.

(Sk) =
I(Sk)

MI(U\Sk)
(2)
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However, we found that in many cases the Integration itself seems to provide enough
information to identify the RSs—in particular if the candidates RSs are allowed to grow, by
aggregating variables, until further aggregations are no longer justified by the evidence
provided by the data [13]. This controlled growth process is allowed by the iterated
execution of a sieving algorithm, as explained in detail below.

The Integration depends on the group size: it is therefore needed to normalize it, by
computation the statistics of a reference “homogeneous” system in which the variables are
independent. This reference system should have the same number of variables that of the
system under examination [8,13,15]. This imposes a very high computational cost. The
knowledge of the theoretical distribution of the integration values of such a system would,
however, allow to avoid this load. In [21] it was shown that the quantity 2mI (m being the
number of observations) follows a Chi Square distribution, whose freedom degrees are a
function of the number of variables of the subset and on the cardinality of their alphabet.

Consequently, it is possible to take into consideration the only Integration: we can
define the metric zI, based on the calculation of the z-score of the quantity 2mI. Given
a set S composed by n variables, let Sk a subset of k out of the n variables and Sh the
corresponding subset of dimension h obtained from a homogeneous system Uh composed
as described before:

zI(Sk) =
2mI(Sk) − (2mI(Sh))

σ(2mI(Sh))
(3)

where <2mI(Sh)> is the average of the measurements related to the homogeneous system,
and σ(2mI(Sh)) is the standard deviation. By using the Chi Square distribution, it is possible
to estimate these values directly.

2.2. The Sieving Algorithm

The list of candidate RSs can be very long, with many partial overlaps. To identify
the truly essential subsets a sieving algorithm is hence performed, based on the criterion
that, if the set S1 has a higher zI than its subsets (or supersets), it is also more fundamental.
Therefore, the sieve algorithm only preserves sets that are not included or do not include
any other set that has higher zI values. This operation is repeated until no more eliminations
can be done: the remaining sets represent the building blocks of the system’s dynamic
organization. The system is then decomposed in terms of (possibly overlapping) subsets
of variables.

The variables belonging to each subset are merged into a single new variable - hereafter
called a “group variable”—which inherits the behavior of the subset (the combination of
states of the variables belonging to it). It is possible to iterate the procedure, repeating the
analysis and aggregating variables, until the index zI is so low that it can no longer justify
further mergers.

A simple implementation of the iterative sieving algorithms corresponds therefore to
subsequently merging a set of patterns into a new cluster for each iteration, according to the
zI, and iterating the procedure, considering each time the merged variables as a new atomic
entity. The final cluster set is composed by the groups, generated by such iterative mergers,
that have been detected at the time of the last iteration, i.e., when the zI falls below a given
threshold value zI_theta The recommended value of the threshold (zI_theta = 3.0) derives
from statistical considerations and corresponds to a normalized distance of 3 standard
deviations from the reference condition of variable independence [13,21]. These final
groups are called Relevant Sets (RSs).

2.3. A Useful Remark

In principle, the identification of the RSs requires the evaluation of all possible subsets
of the variables of the system under examination. This is obviously only feasible in
the case of small-sized systems. To handle this problem, various systems have been
proposed, such as making use of parallel computing resources [28,29] or transforming the
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problem of finding the best RSs into an optimization problem, and thus allowing the use of
metaheuristics [13,30,31].

An interesting remark, made by observing the progress of the iterated sieving algo-
rithm, suggests a meaningful way to speed up the search of the RSs. In the initial iterations,
the algorithm typically identifies groups with limited numbers of variables: pairs, triplets,
quadruplets, depending upon the specific system. At these initial stages, aggregations are
not observed in which a large number of variables are put together at the same time. This
does not mean that large RSs cannot be found: such groups are found at later stages of
the iteration process. In other words, large RSs typically host one or more subsets with
high integration values, which are often found earlier than the host RS. Therefore, it is not
always necessary to initially analyze large subsets: it is often possible to follow the strategy
of finding large groups by subsequently aggregating smaller subsets.

2.4. The Full RI Method

The whole method (choice of an index based on entropic observations, its normaliza-
tion, application of the iterated sieving algorithm—possibly by using at each stage only
groups of relatively small size—until the final groups cannot be further expanded) is called
here “full RI method” where RI stands for “Relevance Index” (in [21] we present several in-
dices that can be used within the RI method, and we evaluate their effects and advantages).
An example of application of the RI method is presented in Appendix D. For the sake of sim-
plicity, in the following we will refer to the algorithm that implements this method, using
the zI index, as the “full zI algorithm” (a version of the software, developed in Python lan-
guage, is available at the link: https://github.com/gianlucadaddese/Iterative-zI, accessed
on 23 April 2021).

3. The Piecewise RI Method
3.1. Dividing the System into Parts

The observation of Section 2.3 allows a considerable speeding up of the method.
However, despite the use of only small subsets, it is still not feasible to deal with many
real-size systems. Hence an additional strategy is needed.

The main approach used by the piecewise RI method is simple, and consists of
dividing the system into sections and proceeding to the analysis of each single section,
in order to reduce the number of groups to be evaluated. This procedure could divide
some relevant set into different parts: at the end of the single analyses all the groupings
found (be they the “candidate RSs”) are then collected and a final overall analysis is carried
out, allowing in such a way the final merger of the erroneously separated parts into the
final RSs (the “real” RSs). In this way the combinatorial explosion is greatly reduced, and
so is the time necessary for the analysis. So, we call “piecewise RI method” the strategy
that divides a system into parts, performs an RI analysis on each individual part, and
then collects the results and performs a final RI analysis. In the following we will refer
to the algorithms implementing it by using the zI index with the name “piecewise zI
algorithm” (a version of the software, developed in Python language, is available at the
link: https://github.com/gianlucadaddese/piecewise-zI, accessed on 23 April 2021).

The piecewise RI method does therefore a slightly different job with respect to the
full RI method: in particular, not all possible groups are evaluated. Moreover, because of
the presence of noisy or inadequate data, in some case the simple partitioning procedure
above described could lead to incorrect groupings within the single partitions. In this case,
the erroneous attribution of one or more variables to a dynamic group is automatically
incorporated by the final analysis, affecting the quality of the final grouping. Note that
once a dynamic group has been identified, in the proposed method it can be incorporated
into other larger groups, but in any case, it is no longer disaggregated: in these cases, the
initial errors are incorporated by any subsequent analysis. In order to reduce these errors,
it would be advisable that the sections into which the system is divided should contain
the RSs in their entirety, and not just their portions. In this way the simultaneous presence

https://github.com/gianlucadaddese/Iterative-zI
https://github.com/gianlucadaddese/piecewise-zI
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of (almost) all the correlated variables should allow the system to evaluate, identify, and
therefore preserve the correct building blocks of the system’s dynamical organization since
from the beginning.

It is therefore possible to follow different partitioning strategies. The simplest involves
dividing the system into equal portions: ideally, the smaller and more numerous the
portions, the greater the time gain compared to analyzing the entire system.

The other strategies involve a first evaluation of the appropriateness of the partitioning,
in order to avoid possible mistakes. The problem therefore arises of creating subdivisions
that respect as much as possible the dynamic organization of the system in question—which
is unknown and is indeed the final goal of the entire work.

The way we overcome this logical impasse is that of prosecuting the partition rea-
soning until reaching the smallest possible partition (groups of size two—that is, pairs).
It is straightforward to rank the pairs based on their index values, since they all have the
same number of variables. Moreover, we can link every pair of variables whose index is
higher than the zI_theta threshold, thus creating a network structure (a graph) among the
variables. Note that in such a network a link between, say, node A and node B is not meant
to describe a physical link (like e.g., the case when gene A directly affects the expression
level of gene B) but it rather represents an informational link, i.e., the dynamics of gene A is
related to that of gene B, which provides information about that of gene A. Traces of larger
groups should be visible in the structure of the graph, since variables within the same
RS should (may) show more intense and/or denser relationships than sets of variables
belonging to different groups. If this is the case, any community search [10,32,33] on this
graph of relationships should then be able to help to identify such larger groups. This is
one example of the system partitioning we need.

Note that the introduction of graphs [34–36] in this study is not the goal of the RI
method (which does not aim at reconstructing a network of relationships) but it rather is an
intermediate step, which is aimed at finding the areas in which the relevant subsets (which
can of course be much larger than pairs of variables) are present. On the other hand, the
reconstruction of a network of relationships is an interesting goal per se: the refinement of
this algorithm, called “zI-graph”, will be presented in Section 4.

3.2. Partitioning Based on Equal Size Parts

In the absence of information on the dynamic organization of the system under
examination, the best strategy is that of dividing the system into equal parts of small size
(ideally, the smaller the size, the faster the method will turn out).

We can schematize the essential parts of piecewise zI tool as follows:

A + B + C + D + E (4)

with:

• A: division into k parts
• B: creation of folders and files related to each single partition
• C: analysis of each partition
• D: collection of the RSs of each analysis
• E: final zI analysis.

Compared to the full zI, parts A, B, and D are additional, part C is the optimized one,
part E can be optimized if necessary (by applying the partition again).

Many of these parts depend on the size of the input (be it proportional to the number
N of variables) and on the number of partitions k. In cases of real use, parts A, B, and D
have negligible times compared to the others. Part C depends on the number of all possible
subsets identifiable within each partition. In case of k = 1 there are no advantages over the
full zI: the thing changes considerably for k > 1. Finally, part E depends on the total number
of candidate RSs coming from the partitions (hopefully a low number—or if not, the whole
partition procedure can be iterated over them).
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To get an idea of the advantage of using piecewise zI algorithm it is therefore sufficient
to analyze part C. For simplicity, suppose a uniform size distribution: in the case of k
communities, each partition has the same size N/k. In this case the number of pairs within
the whole system is:

N_pairs f l =
N(N − 1)

2
(5)

while the number of pairs for which it is necessary to sequentially calculate the integrations
in the k partitions is:

N_pairspw = k
N
k

(
N
k − 1

)
2

= N
N − k

2
(6)

Supposing that the computation time is proportional to the number of integration
estimates, we have that the speed-up of piecewise zI algorithm compared to the full zI is
equal to:

N_pairs f l

N_pairspw
=

(N − 1)k
N − k

∼ k i f N → ∞ (7)

A similar calculation can be made for the number of triples:

N_triple f l =
N(N − 1)(N − 2)

6
(8)

N_triplepw = k
N
k

(
N
k − 1

)(
N
k − 2

)
6

= N
(N − k)(N − 2k)

6k2 (9)

N_triple f l

N_triplepw
=

(N − 1)(N − 2)k2

(N − k)(N − 2k)
∼ k2 i f N → ∞ (10)

In general, for each size q of the subset under consideration the speed-up is propor-
tional to kq−1. Given the huge number of subgroups of size N/2 that it is possible to identify
in a set of size N (much greater than the number of subgroups of the other dimensions),
kN/2−1 is a rough estimate of the overall speedup when using the zI method when including
the evaluation of all possible subsets. In the calculation it is also possible to take into
account the iterations that actually need to be done by applying the iterated zI. A simple
form of this calculation is given in Appendix A, which however in case of relatively few
iterations (the most common case) leads to the same conclusions of the simpler equations
in the main text. Figure 2 shows the execution times of part C of piecewise zI algorithm on
Century systems (see Section 5) by using an Intel® Core™ i7-9750H in the case of evaluation
of groups up to dimension 2 and 3: the performances correspond to the theoretical estimate.

Figure 2. Performance of the piecewise zI algorithm. (a) Calculation times (seconds) and (b) speeding up the execution of
part E of the piecewise zI algorithm on Century systems by using an Intel® Core™ i7-9750H in the case of evaluation of
groups with dimension 2 and 3. In order to have more stable time measurements, each data sample was increased from
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100 to 4000 observations, replicating 40 times the original one. The axes on the left refer to cases in which the algorithms use
only pairs (blue lines), the axes on the right refer to cases where the algorithms use pairs and triplets (orange lines). As per
the theoretical calculation, the speed up is linear with the number of parts in the case of computation of the integrations of
pairs only, and quadratic in the case of computation of the integrations of pairs and triplets.

3.3. Partitioning Based on Network Analysis

A partition in equal and small parts can therefore allow considerable speedup. How-
ever, such a division can affect the quality of the reconstruction of the dynamic groups
acting within the system: this is the reason why we introduced a partition strategy derived
from the identification of communities.

Indeed, we have verified that this approach very often leaves the dynamically relevant
groups within the same partition: there are almost always no cases in which a dynamically
significant group is divided into different communities. Sometimes however this happens,
a fact supporting the idea that not all group relations can be traced back to the mere
juxtaposition of binary relations.

Therefore, in order to allow the reunification of these parts which had been erroneously
separated, the algorithm here proposed (i) performs a partition of the system on the basis
of the communities found in the “dynamic” graph (the one determined by linking together
pairs as described above, and more precisely defined in the pseudocode description of
the algorithm—Algorithm 1), (ii) performs a complete search of the iterated zI in each
partition, (iii) collects the Relevant Sets of each analysis, and finally (iv) uses these groups
to perform a last analysis to allow the recognition and the subsequent reconnection of the
parts incorrectly separated by the partition algorithm.

Algorithm 1 Pseudocode of the piecewise zI algorithm. Combination(k,N) returns all
the permutation with no repetition of k elements from the initial the set N. Full_zI (N) take
in input a set of elements N, return a set of elements (having the same format of the input)
of equal size or less representing the relevant sets found in N. G.get_communities(): generic
community search algorithm that returns portion of the system, composed by the nodes of
the graph belonging to the different communities.

Algorithm 1 Piecewise zI

N⇐ List of elements of the system
G⇐ Empty graph
MaxD⇐Maximum size of the group under consideration
for element in N do

G.add_node(element)
for couple in combination(2,N) do

if calcolate_index_value(couple) ≥ threshold then
G.add_edge(couple)

Last_round = []
for community in G.get_communities() do

Last_round.append(full_zI(community))
full_zI(Last_round)

The initial “dynamic” graph is created in step (i) by piecewise zI algorithm through
a (relatively) quick analysis of all the possible pairs of variables, in which only the links
having a zI index higher than the threshold zI_theta are kept. As anticipated, a community
search on this graph of relationships should be able to broadly identify the larger groups.
In order to identify these groups however it is not necessary to use a particular community
search algorithm, especially since—as anticipated—errors in the identification of the dy-
namically organized groups can be corrected by the following steps of the algorithm. In
the hypothesis of perfect identification by the method, such incorrect isolation of (some)
variables from their own group of belonging would have no consequences: these variables
would not be merged with others extraneous to them, and the final comparison of step (iv)
would allow them instead of finally being properly merged. In the case of real systems
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(finite number of observations, presence of noise) it is possible that piecewise zI algorithm
does not perform the same groupings as the classic zI. An assessment of the actual impor-
tance or frequency of such errors is shown in the next sections. In this paper we make use
of the Louvain algorithm [37], and random partitions in some comparison.

Partitioning the system into smaller parts therefore allows a huge reduction in the
number of groups to be evaluated in step (ii), thus allowing the analysis of larger systems.
Steps (iii) and (iv) conclude the process—it can be noted that in case of a high number
of RSs coming from the analyses of the partitions it is possible to iterate on them the
steps (i)–(iv).

Of course, the potentially heterogeneous distribution of the parts can decrease the
speedup with respect to a strategy involving many small equal-size parts; on the other
hand, a much better quality of the final clusters is achieved (see also Section 3.4). An
interesting way to evaluate the impact of using community identification algorithms on
piecewise zI algorithm is that of counting the number of candidate RSs identified during
the analyses of the individual portions. If the partition is consistent with the system under
consideration, the number of the candidate RSs should be relatively low: there are no
sections of the same dynamic structure scattered in different parts. Conversely, in the case
of the same subdivision (in number and size of groups), but in which the nodes belonging
to each part have been randomly chosen—therefore not following the indications of the
community search algorithm—the presence of many dynamically non-groupable objects in
each part should lead to the presence of many different candidate RSs.

We have made comparisons in many different situations; in this paper, however, we
prefer to show in detail the results obtained on the biological case under examination, that
of knock-outs in genetic regulatory networks. In particular we present here the results
obtained on Century artificial systems (see Section 5), in which the underlying structure
is known, where we performed 50 random shuffles between the elements of the partition
proposed by the piecewise zI algorithm and verified that this is indeed the case. The
number of candidate RSs of the piecewise zI algorithm (in which the parts are derived
from the community partition) is typically lower than the minimum number of candidate
RSs found in random shuffles (let us call them “s-partitioning”). This value is always in
the extreme left tail of distributions, and in the RND and SW cases (see Section 5) it is
practically always even outside that tails (see Figure 3). The idea of partitioning the system
under examination based on its dynamic representation in graph form is therefore effective.

Figure 3. Effects of partitioning the system based on network analysis. (a) Fraction of times (over 50 runs) in which the
minimum number of candidate RSs by using the s-partitioning is lower than the number of candidate RSs of the graph
partitioning (blue), vs. the fraction of times that the number of candidate RSs of the graph partitioning is smaller (orange).
(b) The distribution of the difference between the minimum number of candidate RSs of the s-partitioning and the number
of candidate RSs of the graph partitioning in RND, SF and SW cases. This difference is almost always positive (sometimes
by far positive), indicating the adherence of the community algorithm to the dynamic characteristics of the system under
examination. Note that fewer candidate RSs to analyze results in a much faster final analysis.
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3.4. Full/Piecewise RI Comparison

It is important to verify the coherence of the groupings found by the full and piecewise
RI methods—in the two versions “random partition” and “partition based on network
analysis”—on data coming from heterogeneous situations. In the various scenarios the
techniques of data extraction and processing can be very heterogeneous. In this section,
therefore, more than a comparison with a ground truth that could have different degrees of
difficulty in being identified, we are interested in the consistency of the identification of the
RSs of the various strategies used.

In order to compare the various groupings we decided to use the Adjusted Rand Index
(ARI in the following), a measure of the similarity between two data clustering corrected
for the probability of randomly getting that grouping [38].

Given a set of n elements S = {e1, . . . , en} and two partitions of S to compare,
A = {A1, . . . , Ar} that divide S into r subsets, and B = {B1, . . . , Bs} that divides S into s
subsets, the Rand index can be interpreted as a measure of the percentage of correct de-
cisions made by the algorithm (the number of pairs of elements in S that are in the same
subset in A and in the same subset in B, added to the number of pairs of elements in S
that are in different subsets in A and in different subsets in B). This percentage has to be
corrected for the probability of randomly getting the percentage, for example by using as
baseline the expected similarity of all pair-wise comparisons between clusterings specified
by a random pairing model. The groupings of our strategies can differ both in number and
in size of clusters: as baseline we therefore decided to adopt a uniform distribution over
the ensemble of all clusterings of N elements [38].

The adjusted Rand index (ARI) can yield negative values if the index is less than the
expected one. ARI values above 0.8 indicate good agreement, and values above 0.9 indicate
very good agreement; the value 1.0 indicates identical groupings. However, a numerical
index constitutes a measure that is not always consistent with all the possible features of
the scenarios under examination: we have therefore often verified the results also through
visual inspection. For example, an equal low value could be due both to a final grouping
of the algorithm that merges two groups hitherto correct, and to the presence of several
groups with elements mistakenly mixed. It is evident that for our purposes the two errors
do not have the same significance.

We then verified in various cases the coherence of the groupings found by our three
strategies: full RI, piecewise RI with homogeneous initial partition (“piecewise-homo RI”
for short), and piecewise RI with initial partition based on network analysis (“piecewise-
graph RI” for short). To compare the groupings provided by the strategies, we measured
the distance of the other groupings from the grouping provided by the full RI method
(regarded as the best proxy to the “ground truth”) by means of the adjusted Rand index.
As for the piecewise-homo strategy, in each scenario we used groups of size equal to 5
and measured the ARI. This procedure was repeated twenty times, obtaining twenty ARI
measurements: Table 1 shows the average of these values.

Table 1. The results of the computation of the adjusted Rand index (ARI) among the groupings calculated by full RI method—
identified here as the “ground truth”—and the corresponding groupings of the piecewise-graph RI strategy (“graph”) and
of piecewise-homo RI strategy (“homo”), for the cases T_helper, CSTR, Green Community and Leader-Follower. The lines
show the fraction of times the given strategy has reported an ARI exactly equal to 1.0 or greater than 0.8 and the average of
the ARI index.

Piecewise zI Strategies vs. Full zI Algorithm Thelper CSTR GreenC LF **

Graph ARI = 1.0 (fraction) 1.00 * 1.00 * 0.00 * 0.95
Graph ARI ≥ 0.8 (fraction) 1.00 * 1.00 * 0.00 * 1.00

Graph ARI 1.00 1.00 0.686 0.99 ± 0.01
Homo ARI = 1.0 (fraction) 0.70 0.00 0.00 0.82 ± 0.02
Homo ARI ≥ 0.8 (fraction) 0.70 0.00 0.00 0.95 ± 0.01

Homo Average ARI 0.82 ± 0.07 0.12 ± 0.06 0.35 ± 0.01 0.93 ± 0.02

* In the case of piecewise-graph RI strategy only one ran was made, so the fraction measurement can only have the value of 0.0 or 1.0.
** The Leader-Follower system is stochastic. We then performed 20 different runs of 150 steps each, obtaining 20 different trajectories. The
table shows the average measures.
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We considered the analysis of attractors in Boolean systems with topology and dynam-
ics derived from real genetic regulatory networks (T_helper system, [39]), the propagation
of transient perturbations in continuous dynamical systems (CSTR system, [14,15,21]),
and permanent perturbations in genetic regulatory networks (knock-out experiments, this
paper and [13,40,41]), the analysis of stochastic systems (Leader-Follower systems, [15]),
and the analysis of social systems (“Green Community” case, described in [13]).

For a description of the systems and methods of analysis, we refer to a short summary
in Appendix C and to the detailed descriptions in the individual publications: here we
will focus on the comparison of the analysis results (groupings) of the three strategies
just presented.

For homogeneity of description, we moved the results (very good, in some case
almost excellent) regarding the KOs to Section 5: in Table 1 we therefore report the results
regarding the other scenarios. It is possible to note that piecewise-graph RI provides
results which are almost always very close to the full RI method, and always superior
or considerably superior to strategy piecewise-homo RI. The only situation of relative
weakness is that of the “Green Community” case, in which, however, the main source of
error is the final merger of two groups that are present in the grouping provided by the
full RI method—so the two groupings are actually very close. In the following part of the
paper we will therefore choose to use the piecewise-graph RI (indicating it with the simpler
term piecewise RI).

4. The Reconstruction of the Network of Relationships: The zI-Graph Algorithm

As anticipated, the RI method was not designed to make inverse reconstructions of
the topology of systems whose organizational structure is supposed to be representable
by a graph (the RI method is more related to the reconstruction of hypernetworks [42]).
However, the partitioning phase of the piecewise RI based on network community search
algorithms produces as a consequence a network of relationships.

If we wish to use this network to reconstruct the underlying structure of the system
under examination, however, not all such relationships are really necessary, or “primitive”:
a large fraction of these relations are indeed indirect in nature. Indeed, if variable A
affects variable B, and if variable B in turn affects variable C, any correlation measure
will also show a relationship between variable A and variable C, even in the absence of a
direct causal link. However, it is known that the evidence of this “epiphenomenal” link
will be less than or equal to the evidence of correlation between variable A and variable
B, or between variable B and variable C (an information theoretic property called Data
Processing Inequality—in short, DPI) [43].

It is therefore possible to carry out a pruning operation by eliminating the link with
lower evidence in each closed path. In most practical cases, it is enough—and faster—to
eliminate the link with lower evidence in each clique of size three (Figure 4a), a procedure
already adopted in other contexts [44,45]. In case of tree-like relationship structures, it is
shown that this procedure leads to the correct underlying network [44].

Thus, we call “zI-graph” the algorithm that creates graphs based on the measures of
zI, pruned by eliminating the epiphenomenal links identified thanks to the DPI inequality.
It is not confusing—and in some cases convenient—to call “zI-graph” both this algorithm,
and the graph which is actually produced by this method: in the rare cases where it is
possible to get confused, we will make the difference explicit. The deriving graphs of this
variant where DPI inequality has been applied will be indicated in the following with the
term “zI-graph_dpi” (Figure 4c).

In such a way, with a little additional effort we can acquire at the same time informa-
tion belonging logically to two different levels of description: binary relations (zI-graph
algorithm), and groups of arbitrary size (RI method).
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Figure 4. Examples of the data processing inequality. (a) A, B, C, and D are connected in a linear chain relationship. Although
all six node pairs will likely have evidence of dynamical correlation, the DPI will infer the most likely path of information
flow. For example, A-C will be eliminated because zI(A,B)>zI(A,C) and zI(B,C)>zI(A,C). B-D will be eliminated because
zI(B,C)>zI(B,D) and zI(C,D)>zI(B,D). A-D will be eliminated in two ways: first, because zI(A,B)>zI(A,D) and zI(B,D)>zI(A,D),
and then because zI(A,C)>zI(A,D) and zI(C,D) > zI(A,D). (b) An example of a zI-graph, and (c) the same graph in which
epiphenomenal links have been removed (a “zI-graph_dpi”). In this case the underlying network of relationships is a tree.

5. Gene Knock-Out Analysis
5.1. Introduction

The reconstruction of the genetic regulatory network starting from dynamic observa-
tions is an inverse problem (the process of calculating from a set of observations the causal
factors that produced them) that is also ill-posed. Moreover, even in the case of simulated
data where the list of interactions between the variables is certainly available, but not all
relations have a dynamic effectiveness, while there may be numerous correlations evident
in the dynamics (and therefore “real”) without a direct correspondent in the structure of
the system under examination. It is known that different methods can reconstruct different
regulatory networks from the same dynamic observations, reflecting the different algo-
rithms’ mathematical hypotheses [46]. Nevertheless, this sort of reconstruction applied
to experimental data allows to have an approximate idea of the underlying regulatory
network, and it is currently used by biologists as one of the main methods to increase the
knowledge about GRNs.

In this part of the work, we therefore make use of synthetic data in order to test
the RI approach on knock-out analysis. Subsequently we deal with real knock-out in
Saccharomyces cerevisiae.

We analyzed a class of synthetic networks proposed by [25] to evaluate the perfor-
mances of genetic regulatory network reconstruction algorithms. In particular, we used
“Century”, the union of three series of 50 gene regulatory networks composed by 100 nodes
with an average input connectivity of 2 [47]. The first series (RND series) has a random
topology—indeed, the topology of such networks is not exactly that of an ER system, but
the one used extensively by Kauffman [48,49], in which each node has exactly k inputs,
while the distribution of outgoing links is a Poissonian of mean k. The second series has a
scale-free topology (SF series) [50], the third a small world topology (SW series) [34]. The
dynamics of the systems follows the idea that each gene can inhibit or increase the activity
of the other genes to which it is connected in output, and the kinetics of activation and
inhibition are described by Hill functions [51].

The authors of these networks searched for a stable asymptotic state in each system,
and then performed 100 knock-outs on it. As in a real experiment, we therefore have
matrices made up of 101 lines: the activation profile of the unperturbed system, and the
100 profiles following each KO. The quotient between the activation of the perturbed gene
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and the corresponding activation of the unperturbed gene are the starting data. As in other
works [39–41] from these data we derived a Boolean matrix, in which a gene is labelled as
“inhibited” or “stimulated” if this quotient is less than 1/Th (respectively, greater than Th),
where Th is a fixed threshold (in current experiments Th = 2). In [39] we thoroughly discuss
the value of this threshold in the case of simulations and in the case of S. cerevisiae (data
from [27]), and evaluates the sensitivity of the size of avalanches as this parameter varies.
The set of genes stimulated or inhibited because of the initial perturbation (the initial KO on
a single node) form an “avalanche” of changes: their number is the size of the “avalanche”.
Each KO therefore produces an avalanche, in which we can observe the behavior of each
node: the data therefore “naturally” have three levels, arbitrarily labelled as “0”, “1”, and
“2” depending on whether the gene has decreased, maintained, or increased its activity.
These data are passed to the analysis of the RI method.

The same type of analysis was then made for a battery of gene deletion experiments
on the yeast S. cerevisiae. Specifically, we analyze the data collected by Kemmeren et al. [27],
who reported the expression change of 6182 genes in 1484 mutant yeast strains carrying a
single gene deletion.

We now have two classes of algorithms available, with different goals: the tools related
to the identification of groups of correlated variables (full RI and piecewise RI) and the tool
for the reconstruction of dynamic relationship networks (zI-graph).

5.2. Artificial Gene Regulatory Networks
5.2.1. The Reconstruction of Artificial Gene Regulatory Networks

Interestingly, after the development of the zI-graph algorithm and while searching for
synthetic KO data, we have noted in the literature that one of the leading algorithms for
inverse reconstruction, ARACNE [44,45], is based on the identification of links through a
mutual information measurement process.

By restricting the analysis to couples alone, integration and mutual information
coincide so, ARACNE and the zI-graph share some similarities. However, there are still
differences between the two methods, the main one being the normalization of the zI-graph
through the z-score operation. Other differences derive from the fact that ARACNE
has internal automatic discretization procedures of the input data [44,45], producing a
discretization different from that used by the zI-graph.

Interestingly, also ARACNE’s performances were evaluated using the Century series
of KOs [44]. On a “micro” scale (that of the observation of individual links) ARACNE
therefore is an interesting method with which to make comparisons.

To give a quantitative measure of the algorithms’ performance we make use of the
precision and recall indexes [52], calculated by basing on a reference network (ground
truth). In our context, precision and recall are defined as follows: precision = TP/(TP + FP)
and recall = TP/(TP + FN), where TP are the true positives (number of correctly inferred
true relations), FP are the false positives (number of spurious relations inferred) and FN
are the false negatives (number of true relations that are not inferred). The closer both
precision and recall are to 1, the better.

As anticipated, in order to analyze the data with the zI-graph tool we discretized the
data by using three levels, arbitrarily labelled as “0”, “1”, and “2” depending on whether
the gene has decreased, maintained, or increased its activity during the KO, a procedure
already used in [39–41] (it should be noted that if the data thus discretized are passed to
ARACNE, the algorithm loses precision drastically—data not shown). ARACNE instead
has its own ways to discretize continuous data, so we have directly passed to it the matrix
of quotients. As for ARACNE, all the genes are considered transcription factors. The
reconstructed networks are dynamic correlation networks, and it is not possible to define
a correct reference network (a ground truth). As usual in the field, we therefore use as
approximation of the reference the graph formed by the structural links present in the
equations of the model originating the data [25,44].
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The reconstruction of the Century series of artificial regulatory networks by our
method is very good. In particular, the precision of the method is always significantly
higher than that of ARACNE, with a very good recall—in SF and SW system a recall higher
than that of ARACNE (Figure 5). Moreover, note that in this particular case the biologists
are mainly interested in precision, which allows them to be more confident about the
acquired knowledge.

Figure 5. The reconstruction of the Century series. (a) Precision and recall relating to the reconstruction of each class of the
genetic regulatory networks present in Century. (b) Precision and recall calculated on all systems together. The precision of
the method is always significantly higher than that of ARACNE, with a very good recall—in SF and SW system the Recall is
remarkably higher than that of ARACNE.

Besides the precision and recall indices, it is possible to observe the connectivity
distribution of the zI-graph and the zI-graph_dpi resulting from the analysis. The first
distribution is obviously very different from the structural distribution of Century systems,
many epiphenomenal links being present. The distribution of zI-graph_dpi is more like that
of the Century systems, but with a higher fraction of nodes with very low connectivity (see
also Appendix B).

5.2.2. Identification and Characterization of Dynamic Groups

The analysis at the level of single relationships, although quite precise, is not the main
purpose of this paper, which intends to identify groups of dynamically correlated variables.
The RI tool have exactly this goal: the relatively small size of Century systems allowed us
to use both the full RI method and the faster piecewise RI method.

We can therefore compare the performance of the two algorithms in the identification
of the final RSs. Table 2 confirms that in the case of KOs the agreement is very good (RND
systems) if not nearly optimum (SF and SW systems).

Table 2. The results of the computation of the adjusted Rand index (ARI) among the groupings calcu-
lated by full RI method—identified here as the “ground truth”—and the corresponding groupings of
the piecewise RI method, for the RND, SF and SW systems. The table shows the fraction of times the
piecewise RI method reported an ARI greater than 0.8 and the average of the ARI index. The data
confirms the substantial agreement of the two algorithms in the case of KOs, in some cases an almost
excellent agreement (SF and SW systems).

Piecewise zI vs. Full
zI Algorithm RND SF SW

ARI ≥ 0.8 (fraction) 0.714 1.00 1.00
Average ARI 0.83 ± 0.02 0.960 ± 0.005 0.939 ± 0.006
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The use of piecewise zI algorithm allowed the observation of some interesting charac-
teristics of the dynamic response of the systems under examination.

At the community level found in the zI-graph the central observation is probably
that shown in Figure 6a: the distribution of the size of the communities is different for
the different regulatory network topologies. SF topology systems have a huge number
of small communities, followed by a small tail of communities which however cannot
reach large sizes. RND systems have far fewer small communities and show a significant
fraction of communities of all sizes, up to very large sizes. SW systems have very few small
communities and show a peak of medium-sized communities.

Figure 6. Results of the static and dynamic analyses. (a) Distribution of the size of the communities in the zI-graph:
these distributions are significantly different for the three different system types (inset: the distribution of the number of
communities in the three types of systems). (b) Distribution of the size of the final RSs (inset: the distribution of the number
of RSs in the three types of systems). The characteristics of the distributions in points (a) and (b), described in the text, are
stable for a certain range of the main parameters of the algorithms, and substantially they do not change if the threshold of
zI is increased from 3 to 4, nor if the discretization threshold Th is increased from 2 to 3 (data not shown).

Note that these observations do not concern the topology of the systems under exam-
ination, but the topology of their dynamic response to perturbations. The presence of a
peak of medium-sized communities reflects the compactness of regulatory networks with
SW topology: the propagation of a perturbation in those systems is with high probability
confined to a local area, which if hit once more reverberates the perturbation again in
the same local zone. This effect is probably also due to the choice of parameters of the
starting topology. In the case of regular grids but less compact than the utilized one the
propagation of avalanches could be diluted, reaching at the same time larger areas, and
therefore causing the peak of medium-size communities to decrease. An underlying SF
structure implies the presence of many poorly connected nodes, which block and fragment
the response to perturbations: hence the presence of many small communities, and the
rarity of medium-sized ones. An underlying RND topology allows for communities at
any scale.

Conversely, this distribution difference can allow us to infer the topology of the un-
derlying regulatory network. The same discriminatory clarity is not available by observing
the simple connectivity distribution of the zI-graph (see Appendix B).

The new objects, the focus of this work, are the dynamic groups present within the
systems. Interestingly, systems with an underlying SF topology show a size distribution of
RSs different from systems with RND and SW topology (Figure 6b).

Figure 7 shows some characteristics of the RSs of this type of experiment in a system
with a random topology. Figure 7a shows six RSs located within the structural network
topology, and Figure 7b shows the same sets in the zI-graph. As already highlighted, the
two graphs are similar but not identical: in the dynamic graph there are links that indicate
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behavioral correlations even in the absence of underlying structural links, and are absent
connections corresponding to structural links which have not had dynamic effects in the
experiments. In both graphs each RS typically groups nodes directly connected to each
other, although sometimes it can also host nodes without direct links with the others. In
these last cases it is possible to see that the mergers are in any case justified indirectly: there
are actually upstream nodes in common between the two distinct parts of the RS, assigned
to other RSs because of their participation in events not affecting the RS in question.

Figure 7. Characterization of RSs. (a) Six RSs located within the gene regulatory network of a RND system, which shows the
potential links (the structural links) between the different RSs. Note that the blue RS involves two nodes that are not directly
connected each other, as well as the nodes G6 and G57 are not directly connected to each other, or to other nodes of the pink
RS (b) The same RSs located within the zI-graph_dpi, which shows the effective dynamical connections between the different
RSs. (c) The pattern of the 32 RSs of the RND network, with in evidence the patterns of the six RSs highlighted in parts
(a) and (b) of this figure—the colors of the boxes are the same colors previously used in the ellipses. The background colors
of the patterns red, yellow, and green indicate levels 0, 1, and 2, respectively (“inhibition”, “indifference”, and “growth”
post-KO of gene expression). In the upper part the presence of structural connections is emphasized, and in the lower part
are highlighted the dynamically evident connections. Not all structural connections are dynamically effective.
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The usefulness of RSs indeed does not lie in the reconstruction of low-level dynamic
links, but in the identification of a particular dynamics, and (through the links of the
dynamic network) in the proposal of connections between different dynamics. In Figure 7c
it is possible to observe as an example the pattern of the 32 RSs of the RND network above
mentioned, with in evidence the six just highlighted RSs. The zI analysis collects and
highlights in each RS the patterns of the nodes that are coordinating each other (local
dynamics), while the underlying zI-graph proposes links between different local dynamics.
It is therefore possible to move to a higher-level view of the same system.

5.3. Knock-Outs in Saccharomyces cerevisiae

The regulatory network of Saccharomyces cerevisiae derives from a long evolutionary
process and is unlikely to be fully random. It is therefore interesting to observe its dynamic
organization, to detect similarities and differences with respect to the (random) systems
which have been previously analyzed.

We therefore analyze genome-wide mRNA expression data from a battery of gene
deletion experiments on the yeast S. cerevisiae. Specifically, we analyze the data collected by
Kemmeren [27], who reported the expression change of 6182 genes in 1484 mutant yeast
strains carrying a single gene deletion. For each gene and mutant, they produced two
numbers: a fold change and a p-value.

As done in previous works [40,41], we dichotomize the data by declaring a gene
differentially expressed in a given mutant (with respect to the wild-type strain) when the
corresponding fold change is large (following [39], we adopted a fold change threshold
equal to 3) and—to the aims of this work—we did not take into account the p-values, in
order to avoid to focus on any null hypothesis.

Of the 6182 genes of the S. cerevisiae, only 2272 were involved in the avalanche
phenomenon (note that sometimes the same gene on which the KO was carried out may
not be involved in the measure of the avalanche, due to its already low average activity
and/or a not perfect silencing). Of these nodes, 574 are out of any community in the
zi-graph (singlets); there are 19 small size communities composed by 2 nodes and 2 small
communities composed by 3 nodes. The other 6 communities have dimensions ranging
between 83 and 445 nodes (Figure 8). There are therefore not enough data to observe a
distribution: moreover, unlike with synthetic cases, the number of KOs is high but still
lower than the number of genes involved. However, some observations can be made. There
is a high number of singlets; the distribution is always decreasing, and there do not seem to
be any community peaks of medium size. The tail is made up of a few communities with
very heterogeneous dimensions. It is therefore a scenario compatible with ER or scale-free
organizations, or in general with systems in which the module organization is quite open.

Figure 8. The size of the communities found in Saccharomyces cerevisiae (the larger dot indicates the
presence of the small size communities).
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The aspect of the RSs is noteworthy. A very large number of RSs was detected, an effect
of the sparseness of the underlying regulatory network. The RSs present have a very similar
aspect to that already shown in artificial systems: the algorithm (as designed) forms groups
of genes with similar behaviors, in which simultaneous responses to the same events and
subsets of more articulated activities are evident. The underlying zI-graph_dpi network
offers links between these local dynamics. Since the Saccharomyces cerevisiae performs
different specific tasks, a future work—meaningless in the previous artificial cases—is that
of associating the found sets with known pathways and regulation activities, though it is
right now possible to provide an interesting high-level result. The high number of found
RSs (1066 RSs) allows to trace a size distribution, which is different with respect to the
distributions of Century systems: in particular, the shape of the distribution resembles a
power law with exponent −1.7 (Figure 9). In this case, there would be no privileged scales
of dynamic organization.

Figure 9. The size distribution of the RSs found in X (a) Linear plot. (b) Log-log plot.

6. Discussion

In this work we focus on the identification of intermediate level dynamic structures,
a fundamental strategy for understanding the dynamic behavior of complex systems.
In recent works we proposed a general method, applicable to several different areas,
whose specific aim is that of identifying subsets of system variables that are dynamically
coordinated among themselves (the Relevant Sets) and that can help to understand the
properties of a system by supporting the building of its high-level description.

We apply this idea to a particularly relevant case, in which we look for the dynamic
organizations responsible of the responses of a system when it is subject to knock-outs. We
make use of data from a class of synthetic networks proposed by [25] as a control case, to
subsequently apply the method to large experimental data on Saccharomyces cerevisiae. To
face this challenge, we had to significantly speed up the starting algorithm.

Interestingly, this strategy led to the creation of an original suite of methods—described
in the paper—able to work simultaneously at the micro level (that of the binary relation-
ships of the single variables) and at the meso level (the identification of dynamically
relevant groups). This approach is able to combine information theory, graph analysis, and
iterated sieve actions, in order to describe rather complex situations. It should be noted
that the zI-graph method, dedicated to the reconstruction of correlation networks, can also
be used individually with very good performances.

It was therefore possible to analyze the dynamic organization of the response of
genetic regulatory networks (artificial and natural) to external silencing stresses (knock-
outs): this response is based on the interaction of numerous groups with coordinated
internal dynamics. The sizes of these relevant sets follow a distribution that is influenced
by the topology of the underlying GRN, which also affects their reciprocal relationships.
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Thanks to the data provided by the artificial systems it was possible to derive some
general observations: moreover, the method was also applied to the particular case of
Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Unlike the artificial systems used in the first part of this work,
the regulatory network of the S. cerevisiae is the result of a long period of evolution. Our
method provides a first picture of the resulting dynamic organization: in particular, it
detects a high number of Relevant Sets, with a power law size distribution with exponent
close to −1.7. In this case, there would be no privileged scales of dynamic organization.

This result represents a first step in a broader research work, whose next steps could
include aspects such as:

• the creation of synthetic models of the same size as the S. cerevisiae, in order to
reproduce its dynamic distributions

• the tracing of the biological function of the identified RSs (modules, pathways, . . . )
and the potential discover of new hitherto unknown relationships

• the interpretation of the role of isolated genes
• the analysis of the topology of the connections between the various RSs.

Note that the method can be applied to numerous other situations. Limiting ourselves
to applications most connected to biological systems, it has already been used for the analy-
sis of autocatalytic organizations, metabolic pathways, genetic network models, [13,15,53]
while analyses of cancer progression from individual patient mutation data (first results
are available in [20]) and reconstructions of dynamic organizations from single cell data
are underway.

Finally, the possibility of identifying dynamically coordinated groups, which can
be effective even in the absence of internal direct connections, could provide new and
interesting possibilities for the interpretation of biological and medical data.
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Appendix A

Speed Up of the Piecewise zI Algorithm

As far as regards the calculation of the speed up of the piecewise zI algorithm, it is
also possible to take into account the iterations that actually need to be done by applying
the iterated sieving algorithm. The number of iterations of the method depends (i) on the
extension of the variable mergers made at each iteration and (ii) on the moment when the
current aggregation reaches below the threshold and the iterations stop.

https://github.com/
gianlucadaddese/Iterative-zI
https://github.com/gianlucadaddese/piecewise-zI
https://github.com/gianlucadaddese/piecewise-zI
http://morespace.unimore.it/marcovillani/software/
http://morespace.unimore.it/marcovillani/software/
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For simplicity we can assume the worst case (at each iteration only two variables
are merged) and a fixed number of iterations L, with 1 ≤ L < N. It is found that, in case
of N >> 1 and L roughly constant or at least L << N (the most common situations), the
speed-up of piecewise zI is proportional to kq−1; otherwise, in case of N >> 1 and L ≈ N
(actually a very unusual situation), the speed-up of piecewise zI further increases and it is
proportional to kq.

The number of pairs in the full zI case is:

N_pairs f l =
N(N − 1)

2
+

(N − 1)(N − 2)
2

+
(N − 2)(N − 3)

2
+ · · ·+ (N − L)(N − L− 1)

2
(A1)

In compact form:

N_pairs f l =
N(N − 1)

2
+

1
2

L

∑
i=1

(N − i)(N − i− 1) (A2)

and finally:

N_pairs f l =
L + 1

2

(
N2 − N

)
+ (2N − 1)

L(L + 1)
4

+
L(L + 1)(2L + 1)

12
(A3)

The number of pairs for which it is necessary to sequentially calculate the integrations
in the k partitions therefore is:

N_pairs f l = k

(
L + 1

2

((
N
k

)2
− N

k

)
+

1
4

(
2

N
k
− 1
)

L(L + 1)

)
+

L(L + 1)(2L + 1)
12

(A4)

For N→ ∞ and L << N (the most common case) we have that:

N_pairs f l

N_pairspw
∼

L+1
2 N2

L+1
2k N2

= k (A5)

For N→ ∞ and L ≈ N (a very unusual situation) we have that:

N_pairs f l =
L
2

N2 +
L
2

NL2 +
L
6

L3 ∼ 7
6

N3 (A6)

and

N_pairspw =
L

2k2 N2 +
1
2

N
(

L
K

)2
+

k
6

(
L
K

)3
∼ 1

2k2 N3 +
1

2k2 N3 +
1

6k2 N3 =
7

6k2 N3 (A7)

and therefore:
N_pairs f l

N_pairspw
∼

7
6 N3

7
6k2 N3

= k2 (A8)

The number of triplets is equal to:

N_triple f l =
N(N − 1)(N − 2)

6
+ · · ·+ (N − L)(N − L− 1)(N − L− 2)

6
(A9)

that is:

N_triple f l =
N3 − 3N2 + 2N

6
+

1
6

L

∑
i=1

(
N3 − 3N2 + 2N +

(
6N − N2 − 2

)
i + (3N − 3)i2 − i3

)
(A10)
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After a few steps (including calculations of the sum of the first L numbers, the first L
squares, and the first L cubes):

N_triple f l =
L+1

6
(

N3 − 3N2 + 2N
)
+ 1

12
(
6N − N2 − 2

)
L(L + 1)

+ 1
36 (3N − 3)L(L + 1)(2L + 1)− 1

24 (L(L + 1))2
(A11)

The number of pairs for which it is necessary to sequentially calculate the integrations
in the k partitions therefore is:

N_triple f l = k( L+1
6 ((N

k )
3 − 3(N

k )
2 + 2 N

k )

+ 1
12 (6

N
k − (N

k )
2 − 2)L(L + 1)

+ 1
36 (3

N
k − 3)L(L + 1)(2L + 1)− 1

24 (L(L + 1))2)

(A12)

For N→ ∞ and L << N (the most common case) we have that:

N_triple f l

N_triplepw
∼

L+1
2 N3

L+1
2k2 N3

= k2 (A13)

For N→ ∞ and L ≈ N (a very unusual situation) we have that:

N_triple f l =
L
6

N3 − 1
4

N2L2 +
L
6

NL3 − 1
24

L4 ∼ 1
24

L4 (A14)

and
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L
k +1
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(
N2
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k
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(A15)

that is:

N_triplepw =
L
6

N3

k3 −
1

4k3 N2L2 +
L

6k3 NL3 − 1
24k3 L4 ∼ 1

24k3 L4 (A16)

and therefore:
N_triple f l

N_triplepw
∼

1
24 L4

1
24k3 L4

= k3 (A17)

The scheme is therefore clear: in case of in case the number of iterations goes as N
(and therefore goes as L/k in case of k parts) the speedup further increases by a factor k. So,
if N→ ∞ and in the case of L ≈ N, for each size q of the subset under consideration the
speed-up is proportional to kq.

Appendix B

The connectivity distribution of the zI-graph and the zI-graph_dpi resulting from the
analysis of the Century systems deserve some comments. Both distributions are obviously
different from the one that characterizes the structural links of Century networks, being the
former based on observational correlations. In addition, in the distribution of the zI-graph
many epiphenomenal links are present. The distribution of zI-graph_dpi is more like that of
the Century systems, but it shows a higher fraction of nodes with very low connectivity.

The presence of a very long tail in the case of RND systems, and of two very different
fractions of nodes with very low connectivity in the SF and SW cases (Figure A1b), could
help in discriminating the different underlying structural topologies.
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Figure A1. Characterization of the topologies of real and reconstructed networks. (a) Distribution of connectivity of the
structural links of the three types of systems (RND, SF, and SW). (b) Distribution of connectivity of the zI-graph of the three
types of systems. It can then be noted that the connectivity distribution of the zI-graph does not reflect the original structural
distribution: in particular, in the zI-graphs there is a high number of nodes with one or two connections, while the right tail
of the nodes is lengthened remarkably (in particular, the tail of RND topologies). The RND topology has a long and fat tail,
while the SF and SW topologies are distinguishable thanks to the fraction of links with a single connection. (c) Distribution
of connectivity of the zI-graph_dpi of the three types of systems. The application of DPI corrects the long tails but confirms
the prominence of nodes with only one or two connections. The three topologies are distinguishable only for “rare” events
(the size of maximum connectivity, showing the same order RND-SF-SW present in the zI-graph). The fraction of nodes with
only one link is not so heterogeneous as in the case of zI-graph.

Appendix C

Here we give the minimum information necessary to understand the scenarios pro-
posed in Section 3.4. These scenarios have been selected to present a wide range of case
studies, ranging from the simulation through Boolean systems of genetic regulatory net-
works (THelper case), to the simulation of chemical systems (CSTR), to the stochastic
simulation of simple coordination systems (Leader-Follower system), to the analysis of
data coming from the observation of social systems (“Green Community” case). For a
detailed description, please refer to the quotations in the main text. The analyzed data are
available at the link: http://morespace.unimore.it/marcovillani/software/, accessed on
24 April 2021 (“four_scenarios” database)

THelper case
(28 variables, 66 observations)

http://morespace.unimore.it/marcovillani/software/
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The vertebrate immune system is composed of several cell populations, including
antigen presenting cells, natural killer cells, and B and two main kinds of T lymphocytes.
In particular, the T helper cell sub-types Th1 and Th2 derive from a common precursor Th0
through a rather complex differentiation path, modeled in [54,55]. In this work, we use
the discretization of an updated version of these paths described in [54], which includes
28 genes, four of which receive their input from outside the Th differentiation system and
constitute the way the system is aware of its context.

We simulated the gene regulatory network by means of a synchronous Boolean system.
Taking into consideration also all the initial value combinations of the context-aware nodes,
we found 66 different asymptotic behaviors (all fixed points). Three of these attractors
coincide with the gene expression of Th0, Th1, and Th2 cells. In order to apply the RI
method, we built a set of data by juxtaposing the states of these attractors: in such a way,
the identification of RSs address to the question concerning the dynamic organization
capable of supporting the existence of these attractors [39].

Continuously Stirred-Tank Reactor (CSTR) case
(21 variables, 750 observations)
We consider here a relatively simple reaction system composed of two distinct reaction

pathways: a reaction chain and an autocatalytic set that take place in the same vessel,
without however directly interfering with each other. The reaction system takes place
inside a continuously stirred-tank reactor. The system is subjected to external perturbations:
from the observation over time of the consequences of these interventions (increases or
decreases in the concentration of internal substances) it is possible to deduce the underlying
dynamic structure.

The data are discretized in three levels, arbitrarily labelled as “0”, “1” and “2” de-
pending on whether the chemical species has decreased, maintained, or increased its
concentration [13,15,21].

Leader-Follower case
(28 variables, 150 observations)
The case is based on the abstraction of a simple leader-followers model. The system

is composed of a vector of n binary variables {x1, x2, . . . , xn}—representing, for example,
the opinion in favor of or against a given proposal. The model generates independent
observations of the system state, that is, each observation is a binary n-vector generated
independently of the others, based on the decisions made by some leaders, immediately
imitated (or denied) by their followers [15]. In the case of this work there are 4 groups of
dimensions respectively 4, 3, 9, and 6 elements. The first 3 groups have a leader who at
each step decides to assume the 1 value with probability respectively equal to 0.4, 0.3, and
0.3 (otherwise 0). The fourth group has two leaders (probability of 1s equal to 0.3 and 0.6),
of which the followers perform a Boolean function of decisions. The remaining 6 elements
are independent and assume a value of 1 with probability 0.5 (0 otherwise). Given the
stochastic nature of the model, in this work we have separately analyzed 20 different sets
of data, of which the average ARI values are reported in the main text.

Green Community case
(51 variables, 101 observations)
In this case we examine a set of data extracted from a very large and complex corpus

collected during the monitoring of the Green Communities (GC) project by expert involved
in “Emergence by Design” European project (Grant agreement ID: 284625 http://cordis.
europa.eu/project/rcn/102441_en.html, accessed on 24 April 2021). The GC initiative,
initially involving only four mountain communities, was later extended to other social
heterogeneous stakeholders, as specialists, engineers, researchers, local administrations,
and representatives. In order to observe the presence of (formal or informal) coalitions
within the GC participants, in [30] we selected the data about the stakeholders’ attendance
(or absence) at some significant points-of-control of the GC project (very heterogeneous
events including official meetings, global conferences, other relevant panels, and e-mail
discussions). The idea is that the simple presence or absence at important meetings (or even

http://cordis.europa.eu/project/rcn/102441_en.html
http://cordis.europa.eu/project/rcn/102441_en.html
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the mere permission to participate in them) could carry significant information about the
real project profiles. Therefore, we obtained a very sparse matrix composed of 51 Boolean
variables and 101 points-of-control (observations) [13].

Appendix D

Here we present a simple example of application of the Full RI method, taking up a
scheme we used in [21,22] of which we know the connection topology (Figure A3a).

The system includes eight variables, denoted by 1, . . . , 8. Suppose that the group {2, 3, 4}
is the most relevant set detected by the first iteration of the sieving algorithm. The second
iteration will then analyze the dynamics of a system comprising the six variables 1, {2, 3,
4}, 5, 6, 7, and 8; the third iteration will analyze the dynamics of a system comprising the
five variables 1, {2, 3, 4}, 5, {6, 7}, and 8, and so on until the index value of the most relevant
set detected falls below the threshold zI_theta, see Figure A2b.

Figure A2. Example of the iterated sieving algorithm. (a) Given the list of subsets of the system, sorted by descending zI,
it is possible to eliminate all candidate RSs that include or are included in stronger RSs candidates. This elimination is
performed starting from the highest value subsets: in the end only strong, disjoint, or only partially overlapping subsets
remain. (b) The iteration of the procedure, supposing to merge at each step the single strongest RS candidate into a single
variable. At each step, the zI indices of the new subsets are calculated, until the index value of the most relevant set detected
falls below the threshold zI_theta (the fifth step, not shown in the figure).

The succession of mergers performed by the iterated sieving algorithm allows to
observe a hierarchy of nested groups: the final groups are the largest possible groupings,
which constitute the Relevant Sets, see Figure A3.

Figure A3. Final results of the iterated sieving algorithm: (a) The nesting of the observed dynamic groups (superimposed
on the diagram showing the connections between the variables). The variables 1 and 8 are random variables separated from
the system at work (the group highlighted here by the yellow box). Each variable performs the XOR of its input variables,
except for node 5 that sets node 4 in AND with the XOR of nodes 6 and 7. (b) The hierarchy identified by the succession of
groupings carried out by the zI analysis.
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